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Executive Summary
Researchers have disclosed critical vulnerabilities in Extensis Portfolio, including a zero-day flaw that’s yet to 
be patched.

On February 17, White Oak Security researchers Michael Rand and Talis Ozols publicly disclosed vulnerabilities 
in digital asset management software Extensis Portfolio.

Extensis Portfolio comprises a user-facing main content management application, an administrator portal, and 
a content hosting application.

Details
During an independent penetration test, the cybersecurity researchers uncovered an instance of the software, 
deployed online, with default administrator credentials in use.

After examining the security oversight further, the duo found they were able to achieve remote code execution 
(RCE) through an unrestricted file upload bug.

This alleged zero-day was the first serious security flaw White Oak Security discovered.

The pen testers then examined the source code of Extensis Portfolio version 3.6.3 and found a total of five 
vulnerabilities that required immediate attention:

• CVE-2022-24251 – RCE via unrestricted file upload
• CVE-2022-24255 – Hardcoded credentials in the main and administrator portals (authentication bypass)
• CVE-2022-24252 – Unrestricted file upload and path traversal error leading to RCE in the main portal
• CVE-2022-24254 – Authenticated archive ‘zip-slip’, a directory traversal bug, exploitable for RCE
• CVE-2022-24253 – Authenticated, but unrestricted file upload flaw in admin portal leading to RCE

CVE numbers have been assigned and are on a ‘reserved’ status at the time of writing. It is not known if any of 
these vulnerabilities are being exploited in the wild.

On October 22, the cybersecurity researchers told Extensis that four other critical vulnerabilities also needed 
to be resolved, and while the vendor provided mitigation options for the unrestricted file upload bug, the 
company allegedly refused to give a timeline for any further fixes.

Severity
HIGH

Affected Devices
•  Extensis Portfolio



Suggested Action
•   As of February 17, the cybersecurity team says that Extensis “has not provided White Oak Security any 

indication that these vulnerabilities will be fixed”. White Oak Security recommends a temporary mitigation 
to the hard-coded administrative credentials. An organization can perform assembly byte patching of the 
Extensis jar file that handles authentication to change or remove the hard-coded credentials.

•   Additionally, White Oak Security recommends ensuring the default administrator password has been 
changed on your Portfolio Server install.

•   Extensis provided White Oak Security with the following instructions for mitigating the initial unrestricted 
file upload:

This can likely be resolved via the following Portfolio Admin configuration settings :
Cataloging only known filetypes ( recommended ) :
Portfolio Admin > Catalogs >  [ Catalog Name ] > Ingest > File Types > Catalog Only.
Excluding specific filetypes :
Portfolio Admin > Catalogs >  [ Catalog Name ] > Ingest > File and Folder Exclusions > Ends with “.jsp”
White Oak Security has not tested these mitigations or attempted bypasses at the time of writing these blog 
posts and cannot comment on the effectiveness of these controls.
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